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GeoRef contains North American references from 1666 to date and references to other areas from 1933 to date. This GeoRef Serials List, produced July 2019, includes over 25,000 serials which may have appeared in GeoRef. The Serials List is updated monthly.
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1663 - Los Alamos Science and Technology Magazine (C) (1942-664X (electronic: 1942-6631)) publisher Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, United States formerly Los Alamos Science (0273-7116) (open access)

1:50 000 Geological Maps of Scotland (C) publisher Geological Survey of Great Britain (Scotland), United Kingdom

1:50,000 Geological Series England and Wales (C) publisher British Geological Survey, United Kingdom

1:500,000 Geological Map Chishitsu Chosa Sogo Senta, Japan: Sheet is parallel to Geological Sheet Map of Japan 1:500,000

1:100 000 Geological Map Commentary (0727-1409) publisher Australian Government Publishing Service, Australia

1:100 000 Geological Map Series, Explanatory Notes (0811-6296) publisher Government Printer, Australia

1:100 000 Olcokli Acinsama Nitelikli Turkiye Jeoloji Haritalari (C) publisher Maden Tektik ve Arama Genel Mudurlugu, Jeoloji Etutleri Dairesi, Turkey

1:100 000 Olcokli Turkiye Jeoloji Haritalari (C) publisher Maden Tektik ve Arama Genel Mudurlugu, Jeoloji Etutleri Dairesi, Turkey
1:100,000 Geological Sheet Series (0728-9901) publisher Geological Survey of New South Wales, Department of Mineral Resources, Australia parallel title Geological Sheet Series


1:250000 Geological Series, Explanatory Notes (C) (0729-3720) publisher Geological Survey of Western Australia, Australia

1:250000 Geological Sheets Series, Explanatory Notes (C) (1321-828X) publisher Geological Survey of New South Wales, Australia


2000 Avenir Paris (0012-1509) is parallel to 2000 Paris (Paris)

7.5 Minute Series Geologic Quadrangle Map - South Dakota Geological Survey (C) publisher South Dakota Department of Environment & Natural Resources, South Dakota Geological Survey, United States

A.C.A. Monograph (0514-8863) publisher Polycrystal Book Service, United States

AAAS Publication (C) (0271-2229) publisher American Association for the Advancement of Science, United States

Abstract Volume - International MAAR Conference (C) publisher Geoscience Society of New Zealand, New Zealand

The American Quarterly Review (1041-8962) publisher Carey, Lea & Carey, United States

American Railroad Journal

American Register, or General Repository of History, Politics and Science (0735-6153) publisher C. & A. Conrad, United States

American Register; or, Summary Review of History, Politics, and Literature publisher Thomas Dobson and Son, United States

American Repertory of Arts, Sciences, and Manufactures publisher W. A. Cox, United States

The American Repertory of Arts, Sciences, and Useful Literature


American Review, and Literary Journal publisher T. & J. Swords, United States

American-Scandinavian Review (0003-0910) publisher American-Scandinavian Foundation, United States

American Scientist (C) (0003-0996 (AMSCAC) (electronic: 1545-2786)) publisher Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society, United States

Abstract Volume - International Symposium on Environmental Changes in East Eurasia and Adjacent Areas (C) publisher [varies], International
American Society for Testing and Materials Special Technical Publication (C) (0066-0558) *is parallel to* ASTM Special Technical Publication. STP

American Society of Civil Engineers, Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Engineering Division, Annual Symposium

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Applied Mechanics Division, Applied Mechanics Symposia Series

The American Statistician (0003-1305) *publisher* American Statistical Association, United States

The American Surveyor (C) (1548-2669) *publisher* Cheves Media, United States

American Tank Towing Conference *publisher* [USA publisher varies], United States


American Water Resources Association Technical Publication Series - American Water Resources Association (C) (0731-9789) *is parallel to* American Water Resources Association Technical Publication Series

American Weekly Messenger; or, Register of State Papers, History and Politics *publisher* J. Conrad, United States

The American West (0003-1534) *publisher* American West Publishing Co., United States


American Whig Review *publisher* Wiley and Putnam, United States

American Year Book (0732-5908) *publisher* T. Nelson & Sons, United States

American Zoologist (C) (0003-1569 (AMZOAF)) *former title of* Integrative and Comparative Biology

AMIRA Quarterly Report *publisher* Australian Mineral Industry Research Association, Australia

AMOS Publication (C) (1031-9441) *publisher* Australian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society, Australia *parallel title* Australian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society Publication

AMPLA Bulletin (1034-327X) *former title of* Australian Resources and Energy Law Journal

AMQUA Abstracts (C) (0741-059X) *is parallel to* Program and Abstracts - American Quaternary Association. Conference

AMREP Resource Politics (1033-2774) *publisher* AMREP, Australia

Amsterdam Hydrology Series. Editions Rodopi

Abstracts (C) (1042-9964) is parallel to Proceedings and Abstracts - Institute on Lake Superior Geology. Meeting

Amsterdam, Universiteit, Fysisch-Geografisch en Bodemkundig Laboratorium, Publicaties

Anais - Congresso Brasileiro de Espeleologia (C) publisher Sociedade Excursionista e Espeleologica(SEE); Sociedade Brasileira de Espeleologia(SBE), Brazil

Anais da Academia Brasileira de Ciencias (C) (0001-3765 (AABCAD) (electronic: 1678-2690)) publisher Academia Brasileira de Ciencias, Brazil formerly Annaes da Academia Brasileira de Ciencias (0375-8281)

Anais da Semana Paulista de Geologia Aplicada publisher Associacao Paulista de Geologia Aplicada, Brazil

Anais do Congresso - Sociedade Brasileira de Geologia (C) (0102-2431 (CGBGAL)) publisher Sociedade Brasileira de Geologia, Brazil

Anais do Congresso Brasileiro de Geoquimica publisher Sociedade Brasileira de Geoquimica, Brazil

Anais do Congresso Latino-Americano de Paleontologia publisher [Congresso Latino-Americano de Paleontologia], Brazil

Anais do Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa (0365-2971) publisher Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa, Portugal

Anais do Simposio de Vulcanismo e Ambientes Associados (C) publisher Editora Coluna do Saber, Brazil

Anale - Universitatea "Valahia" Targoviste. Seria Geografie (C) (1582-6198) former title of Annals of "Valahia" University of Targoviste. Geographical Series

Abstracts - North American Paleontological Convention (C) publisher North American Paleontological Convention, International

Analecta Geologica (0569-9797 (AGMMB5)) publisher Geologisk Museum, Denmark

Analecta Praehistorica Leidensia (0169-7447 (APLED7)) publisher University Press, Denmark

Analectic Magazine publisher Moses Thomas, United States


Analele Institutului de Geodezie, Fotogrammetrie, Cartografie si Organizarea Teritoriului (0253-1232) publisher Romania, Ministerul Agriculturii si Industriei Alimentare, Centrul de Material Didactic si Propaganda Agricola, Romania

Searching

Serial titles are given in GeoRef on a historical basis, so that if a serial had one title from 1965-1978 and a second, changed title, from 1979 to date, GeoRef references to 1965-1978 issues of the serial will contain the key title and ISSN for the former title and references to 1979 and subsequent issues of the serial will contain the key title and ISSN of the current title. To search for all
references to a particular serial, use both current and former titles or ISSN's, as shown in this GeoRef Serials List.

You can also contact GeoRef for assistance in conducting your search at ml@americangeosciences.org.

**About the GeoRef Serials List**

**Titles**

This Serials List is a list of titles. Main entries consist of:

- ISDS Key Title (except for titles which have been inactive since 1988, not converted to ISDS).
- Publisher — The name of the publisher and country of publication are given, if known, except for inactive titles.
- Alternate titles — The following kinds of alternate titles are given:
  - Parallel title (indicated by **parallel title**)
  - Former title (indicated by **formerly**)
  - Title of supplement (indicated by **has supplement**)
  - Title of translation (indicated by **translated title**)
  - Related title (not one of the above) (indicated by **related title**)
  - A vertical bar separates multiple titles
- ISSN — International Standard Serial Number of the main entry title. Includes online ISSN's. Given when established, except for inactive titles.
- CODEN of the main entry title — Given for many titles. Began to be used in the early 1970s in GeoRef.

Cross references from the above alternate titles are provided. ISSN's and CODEN's of these alternates are included in some of the cross reference entries.

**Coverage**

"Serial" defined

The definition of "serial" used is that given in the Guidelines for the International Serials Data System (UNESCO, Paris, 1973): A serial is a publication in print or in non-print form, issued in successive parts, usually having numerical or chronological designations, and intended to be continued indefinitely. Serials include periodicals, newspapers, annuals (reports, yearbooks, directories, etc.), journals, memoirs, proceedings, transactions, etc. of societies, and monographic series.

It should be noted that this definition does not include works produced in successive parts for a period predetermined as finite, and that it allows the inclusion of unnumbered series.

**Which issues were scanned for GeoRef?**

Inclusion of a serial in this list does not mean that the serial was scanned for GeoRef each year the serial was published. Prominent geological serials most probably were covered during this entire period. (C) following a serial title indicates at least one issue of the serial has been scanned for GeoRef since 1990. (S) following a serial title indicates the serial is cited only as a serial in GeoRef and that individual issues are not analyzed, usually because no signed articles appear in the serial. (Questions on which issues of a particular serial have been scanned should be addressed to the AGI library.)

**Serials and non-serials in GeoRef**

Serials account for roughly 85% of the total references in GeoRef. The non-serial materials that make up the rest of GeoRef include books, reports, maps, and theses. References in GeoRef can be searched online by document type.

**Serials in the B.I.G.**

The annual cumulations and monthly issues of the Bibliography and Index of Geology from 1980 through 2005 included a serials section, which showed the title, imprint or abbreviated title, CODEN or ISSN (or both), volume, number, and date of each serial cited in that cumulation or issue. For example, in 1992 GeoRef added citations from approximately 4,000 serials which are listed in the Serials section of the 1992 cumulation.

Prior to 1980, the monthly issues and annual cumulations contained lists of serials arranged by abbreviated title consisting, for each serial, of abbreviated title followed by full title. Usually the full title includes the publisher and place of publication.

The entries in the serials section of the Bibliography and Index of Geology provide additional information not contained in the individual citations of the Bibliography, which contain only key titles or abbreviated titles.
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